Graco extend2fit car seat

Available online only. There is no manufacturer content to show for this product. Of the 2
reviewers who responded, 1 would recommend this product. It is the second Graco Extend2Fit I
have as my 2 years and 10 months daughter still have it and my 11 months old daughter has
also one now. It can be hard to pull the belt to make it tight sometimes, but it seems to be the
same issue with all car seats. My oldest daughter is a bit small, 90 inches, but she has a lot of
spaces with the extension. So if you want to keep the seat longer on the rear position and have
enough space in the car, it is a great car seat. I think my oldest daughter can be in the rear
position until she is 3. It's comfortable and easy to wash and put back together. I love this seat!
The first and only to rear face to 50 lbs and allow them to actually get there without outgrowing
it by height first means we can keep kids rear facing to the very max! Easy to install. The
stickers on the seat give you most of the important information, and the manual is easy to
understand. Will not fit in all vehicles, as there are strict rules on when you must use the
extender which takes up room front to back. It is impossible to tighten the shoulder straps on
the car seat with the child in it. This means the straps that are supposed to keep our child safe
are always too loose. Now that we've bought and installed it I've read several reviews that talk
about how hard it is to tighten. It doesn't matter how good the seat is if you can't tighten the
straps to keep your child safe. Save yourself some hardship and save your back. Keep looking!
Shop online for pickup or delivery, or visit a store for a safe shopping and service experience.
Learn more. Write your review. Keep your baby safe on the road with the Graco Extend2Fit
convertible car seat. Featuring a 5-point harness, this 2-in-1 car seat adapts to your growing
child and is equipped with a 4-position extension panel that offers 5" of additional legroom, so
your child can ride rear-facing longer. SALE ends: February 25, Add to Cart. Sold and shipped
by Best Buy. Weight capacity Rear facing: 1. Car Seat Type. Convertible Car Seat. Ratings 4.
Rating Breakdown 5. Key Considerations Averages based on how reviewers feel this product
performs. Ease of Use:. Helpful 0. Not helpful 0. No, I would not recommend this to a friend.
Explore all Reviews Write Your Review. See helpful questions and answers from shoppers like
you. See our return policy to find specific return information for this product and steps on how
to return in-store or by mail. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or
customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. Children are safer riding rear-facing and should ride
rear-facing as long as possible, until they reach the maximum rear-facing height or weight
rating for their car seat. With Extend2Fit, the adjustable extension panel and 50 lb rear-facing
weight limit allow the seat to grow with your child in rear-facing mode, providing extended
rear-facing use. This seat offers 3 modes of use to grow with your child from rear-facing
harness lb to forward-facing harness lb to highback booster lb. The 4-position extension panel
adjusts to provide up to 5 inches of additional legroom, allowing your child to safely ride
rear-facing longer. Choose the perfect headrest height from 10 positions to get the safest fit for
your child as they grow. Adjust the height of your harness and headrest in one motion with the
No-Rethread Simply Safe Adjust Harness System to ensure your child is always properly
secured. Help keep your child extra comfy on your many adventures together with the
6-position recline. Storage pockets conveniently hold the harness out of the way to help baby
get in and out. Integrated dual cup holders keep your child's drink, snacks, and trinkets close
for convenience. The adjustable extension panel and 50 lb rear-facing weight limit allow the seat
to grow with your child in rear-facing mode, providing extended rear-facing use. Harnessing is
made easier with fuss-free harness storage pockets that conveniently hold the harness out of
the way while getting baby in and out of the car seat. Skip to main content. Loading
recommendations for you. Adding to Cart Added to Cart. Not Added. Item is in your Cart. View
Cart Proceed to checkout. We do not have any recommendations at this time. The item must be
returned in new and unused condition. Read the full returns policy How to return this item: Go
to Your Orders to start the return Print the return shipping label Ship it! Fastest delivery: Friday,
Feb 26 Order within 10 hrs and 40 mins Details. In Stock. Qty: 1 2 Qty: 1. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships
from Amazon. If this is a gift, consider shipping to a different address. Ships from. Sold by.
Graco Extend2Fit 3-in-1 C Include Add a Protection Plan:. Drops, spills and cracked screens due
to normal use covered for portable products and power surges covered from day one.
Malfunctions covered after the manufacturer's warranty. Most claims approved within minutes.
Add No Thanks. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Brand: Graco. Style: 3-in Color: Norah.
Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped
from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE
Shipping. Sold by Lusso Gear and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Sold by liker stort and ships
from Amazon Fulfillment. More items to explore. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous

page. Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Register a free business
account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your
search again later. From the manufacturer. Features to Love. Ride Rear-Facing Longer The
4-position extension panel adjusts to provide up to 5 inches of additional legroom, allowing
your child to safely ride rear-facing longer. Comfort and Convenience. Fuss-Free Harness
Storage Storage pockets conveniently hold the harness out of the way to help baby get in and
out. Cup Holders Integrated dual cup holders keep your child's drink, snacks, and trinkets close
for convenience. Compare with similar items. Product Dimensions Would you like to tell us
about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer
images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. LOVE
these! Verified Purchase. This is our 5th child and our 8th car seat. I had to review this because
it's my favorite of all the car seats we've ever had. The Graco covers come off easily and are
intuitive to put back together. The parts you want to be sturdy and safe are metal; latches,
tether, etc. Yet the adjusting pieces are a sturdy plastic, sizeable, and easy to grasp. That's the
other thing. I could not, not, not get my hand into any of the others in the way I needed to; not
for adjusting, not for installing, not for moving stuff around. I can get my paw all the way
through the appropriate areas. The harness adjustment feature alone is enough to give Graco
repeat business. And, I did not say any dirty words while installing. Style: 2-in-1 Color: Spire. I
bought this in target when it was on sale and I couldn't ask for a better and safer car seat! My
daughter is 16 months old and still rear facing, she's so comfortable with the extended leg
room! We were in an accident where my now totaled car spinned from the road into a
neighborhood sign and she was laughing and playing in the back seat like nothing happened!
Just added to cart and will be buying it again for my new car! By Kelly on June 7, Images in this
review. Dave Top Contributor: Baby. Style: 2-in-1 Color: Gotham Verified Purchase. My Wife and
I don't do the best at planning ahead. So when our kid was upgraded to a convertible car seat,
we were extremely worried. My wife has a small coupe and we weren't sure if we would be able
to find one that could fit. So when we went looking for car seats, we looked for the following: 1
we wanted something budget friendly because we are already spending an arm and leg for
diapers. We have three digit temperatures where we are located at 3 something that could fit in
a toyota corolla and the passenger didn't have to move their seat to the point where they were
kissing the dash We were able to get all three elements taken care of. This was a very budget
friendly convertible seat and the fact that it grows with the kid makes it that much better of a
financial investment. The fabric allows a lot of breathing room for our son during the hot days.
He does get a little sweat still on his back but that is normal with all car seats. I know he isn't
bothered by the seat with the fact that he always passes out with each car ride. Lastly, we were
able to still move the front passenger and driver seat all the way back with the baby seat in the
middle. I am 6'0 and enjoy any little leg room I can get. We highly recommend this seat for your
child. Like many reviewers, I was really frustrated with how difficult it is to tighten the seatbelt. I
felt like you needed to have the strength of 10, people to tighten it. Then I figured out the trick!
Once the chest clip and belt are buckled, pull all the slack from around the child's hips
essentially tightening the lowest portion of the belt. Lower the chest clip and shoulder strap
covers so they are close to the buckle. All the slack is now above the chest clip. Now tighten the
strap. It will be so much easier! We shouldn't have to go through all this but once you know the
trick, it's not so bad. Removing the cover to wash it is relatively easy but putting it on is a
different story. The cover is secured by small elastic loops strategically placed around the seat.
Some of these loops need to be threaded through small holes to reach the fastening hook. Get
yourself a crochet hook because otherwise you will be ready to throw the seat away. With the
crochet hook, I was able to grab hold of the elastic loop and thread it through the small holes
and over the fastening hooks with very little effort. This car seat works in terms of it's safety
features most important, obviously but a few notes on why we don't love this car seat. The first
is the Extend to Fit. It works okay if you have a larger vehicle, but we have a small SUV
crossover and with a person in the front passenger or driver's seat, you actually can't use much
of the extended area. The second issue is the cup holders. They're square, not round so literally
no cup fits or fits well and is always tipping over and spilling on our kid. We have just stopped
giving her a drink altogether and that's just kinda frustrating on long drives. The cup holder is
also pretty far for a toddler's reach unless you have a super tall child with long arms. The last
thing that is super irritating is the cover. It is NOT easy to remove. Do not be fooled. We spent
nearly 30 minutes removing this cover one night after a drink spill debacle outside of a Wawa en
route to my parents and I literally almost bought a new car seat that night out of frustration. We

have a different Graco seat that has an "Easy Remove" cover and I highly recommend that one.
You get one cupholder Round , no extension who cares but the car seat works really well and
the cover slips off quickly for washing. Moms with toddlers FultonWife Top Contributor: Pets.
Style: 2-in-1 Color: Spire Verified Purchase. This is a great carseat! I love it. I have both my 3
year old and 1 year old in it. One is rear facing and the other forward facing. They both love their
seats and are always comfortable looking. Their heads never fall forward while sleeping either.
We were recently in a 6x rollover accident at 70mph with our boys in this brand of carseat.
Neither of them were injured at all! I will never own another brand of seat. Style: 2-in-1 Color:
Gotham. Awesome seat but big flaw I didn't buy from Amazon however got from baby store bran
new in box. Something I want share.. This seat is comfy, cute and very safe. However they put
their warning labels on the cushions. They are not fabric labels they are painted on. When your
car heats up they get so hot that they will burn a baby or child on the top and lower part of their
back. Just always make sure to feel it before you put your child in this seat. See all reviews. Top
reviews from other countries. Translate all reviews to English. Style: 2-in-1 Color: Binx Verified
Purchase. Es esencial. Translate review to English. Lo recomiendo. Style: 2-in-1 Color: Davis
Verified Purchase. Reviewed in Mexico on June 24, Style: 2-in-1 Color: Kenzie Verified
Purchase. Report abuse Translate review to English. Featured items you may like. Customers
who bought this item also bought. Pages with related products. See and discover other items:
Explore Convertible Car Seats. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more
about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Carbon Rose. Harvest
Moon. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or
customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. Safely ride rear-facing longer! The Graco Extend2Fit
Convertible Car Seat grows with your child from rear-facing harness lb to forward-facing
harness lb. With Extend2Fit, the adjustable extension panel and 50 lb rear-facing weight limit
allow the seat to grow with your child, providing extended rear-facing use. The 4-position
extension panel adjusts to provide 5 inches of additional legroom, allowing your child to safely
ride rear-facing longer. Adjust the height of your harness and headrest in one motion with the
No-Rethread Simply Safe Adjust Harness System to ensure your child is always properly
secured. Choose the perfect headrest height from 10 positions to get the safest fit for your child
as they grow. Storage pockets conveniently hold the harness out of the way to help baby get in
and out. Integrated dual cup holders keep your child's drink, snacks, and trinkets close for
convenience. Children are safer riding rear-facing and should ride rear-facing as long as
possible, until they reach the maximum rear-facing height or weight rating for their car seat.
With Extend2Fit, the adjustable extension panel and 50 lb rear-facing weight limit allow the seat
to grow with your child in rear-facing mode, providing extended rear-facing use. Harnessing is
made easier with fuss-free harness storage pockets that conveniently hold the harness out of
the way while you get baby in and out of the car seat. This car seat is Graco ProtectPlus
Engineered to help protect in frontal, side, rear, and rollover crashes. Skip to main content.
Loading recommendations for you. Adding to Cart Added to Cart. Not Added. Item is in your
Cart. View Cart Proceed to checkout. We do not have any recommendations at this time. The
item must be returned in new and unused condition. Read the full returns policy How to return
this item: Go to Your Orders to start the return Print the return shipping label Ship it! Fastest
delivery: Friday, Feb 26 Order within 1 hr and 40 mins Details. In Stock. Qty: 1 2 Qty: 1. Add to
Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and
privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn
more. Ships from Amazon. If this is a gift, consider shipping to a different address. Ships from.
Sold by. Graco Extend2Fit Converti Include Add a Protection Plan:. Drops, spills and cracked
screens due to normal use covered for portable products and power surges covered from day
one. Malfunctions covered after the manufacturer's warranty. Most claims approved within
minutes. We will send you an Amazon e-gift card for the purchase price of your covered
product. In some cases, we will replace or repair it. Add No Thanks. Add a gift receipt for easy
returns. Brand: Graco. Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and well-priced products.
Style: 2-in Color: Redmond. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to

List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Ships from and
sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Sold by Lusso Gear and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Sold
by liker stort and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. More items to explore. Page 1 of 1 Start over
Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Register a
free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please
try your search again later. From the manufacturer. Features to Love. Ride Rear-Facing Longer
The 4-position extension panel adjusts to provide 5 inches of additional legroom, allowing your
child to safely ride rear-facing longer. Comfort and Convenience. Fuss-Free Harness Storage
Storage pockets conveniently hold the harness out of the way to help baby get in and out. Cup
Holders Integrated dual cup holders keep your child's drink, snacks, and trinkets close for
convenience. Compare with similar items. Product Dimensions Would you like to tell us about a
lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all
customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States.
There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. LOVE these! Verified
Purchase. This is our 5th child and our 8th car seat. I had to review this because it's my favorite
of all the car seats we've ever had. The Graco covers come off easily and are intuitive to put
back together. The parts you want to be sturdy and safe are metal; latches, tether, etc. Yet the
adjusting pieces are a sturdy plastic, sizeable, and easy to grasp. That's the other thing. I could
not, not, not get my hand into any of the others in the way I needed to; not for adjusting, not for
installing, not for moving stuff around. I can get my paw all the way through the appropriate
areas. The harness adjustment feature alone is enough to give Graco repeat business. And, I
did not say any dirty words while installing. Style: 2-in-1 Color: Spire. I bought this in target
when it was on sale and I couldn't ask for a better and safer car seat! My daughter is 16 months
old and still rear facing, she's so comfortable with the extended leg room! We were in an
accident where my now totaled car spinned from the road into a neighborhood sign and she
was laughing and playing in the back seat like nothing happened! Just added to cart and will be
buying it again for my new car! By Kelly on June 7, Images in this review. Dave Top Contributor:
Baby. Style: 2-in-1 Color: Gotham Verified Purchase. My Wife and I don't do the best at planning
ahead. So when our kid was upgraded to a convertible car seat, we were extremely worried. My
wife has a small coupe and we weren't sure if we would be able to find one that could fit. So
when we went looking for car seats, we looked for the following: 1 we wanted something budget
friendly because we are already spending an arm and leg for diapers. We have three digit
temperatures where we are located at 3 something that could fit in a toyota corolla and the
passenger didn't have to move their seat to the point where they were kissing the dash We were
able to get all three elements taken care of. This was a very budget friendly convertible seat and
the fact that it grows with the kid makes it that much better of a financial investment. The fabric
allows a lot of breathing room for our son during the hot days. He does get a little sweat still on
his back but that is normal with all car seats. I know he isn't bothered by the seat with the fact
that he always passes out with each car ride. Lastly, we were able to still move the front
passenger and driver seat all the way back with the baby seat in the middle. I am 6'0 and enjoy
any little leg room I can get. We highly recommend this seat for your child. Like many reviewers,
I was really frustrated with how difficult it is to tighten the seatbelt. I felt like you needed to have
the strength of 10, people to tighten it. Then I figured out the trick! Once the chest clip and belt
are buckled, pull all the slack from around the child's hips essentially tightening the lowest
portion of the belt. Lower the chest clip and shoulder strap covers so they are close to the
buckle. All the slack is now above the chest clip. Now tighten the strap. It will be so much
easier! We shouldn't have to go through all this but once you know the trick, it's not so bad.
Removing the cover to wash it is relatively easy but putting it on is a different story. The cover
is secured by small elastic loops strategically placed around the seat. Some of these loops need
to be threaded through small holes to reach the fastening hook. Get yourself a crochet hook
because otherwise you will be ready to throw the seat away. With the crochet hook, I was able
to grab hold of the elastic loop and thread it through the small holes and over the fastening
hooks with very little effort. This car seat works in terms of it's safety features most important,
obviously but a few notes on why we don't love this car seat. The first is the Extend to Fit. It
works okay if you have a larger vehicle, but we have a small SUV crossover and with a person in
the front passenger or driver's seat, you actually can't use much of the extended area. The
second issue is the cup holders. They're square, not round so literally no cup fits or fits well
and is always tipping over and spilling on our kid. We have just stopped giving her a drink
altogether and that's just kinda frustrating on long drives. The cup holder is also pretty far for a
toddler's reach unless you have a super tall child with long arms. The last thing that is super

irritating is the cover. It is NOT easy to remove. Do not be fooled. We spent nearly 30 minutes
removing this cover one night after a drink spill debacle outside of a Wawa en route to my
parents and I literally almost bought a new car seat that night out of frustration. We have a
different Graco seat that has an "Easy Remove" cover and I highly recommend that one. You
get one cupholder Round , no extension who cares but the car seat works really well and the
cover slips off quickly for washing. Moms with toddlers FultonWife Top Contributor: Pets. Style:
2-in-1 Color: Spire Verified Purchase. This is a great carseat! I love it. I have both my 3 year old
and 1 year old in it. One is rear facing and the other forward facing. They both love their seats
and are always comfortable looking. Their heads never fall forward while sleeping either. We
were recently in a 6x rollover accident at 70mph with our boys in this brand of carseat. Neither
of them were injured at all! I will never own another brand of seat. Style: 2-in-1 Color: Gotham.
Awesome seat but big flaw I didn't buy from Amazon however got from baby store bran new in
box. Something I want share.. This seat is comfy, cute and very safe. However they put their
warning labels on the cushions. They are not fabric labels they are painted on. When your car
heats up they get so hot that they will burn a baby or child on the top and lower part of their
back. Just always make sure to feel it before you put your child in this seat. See all reviews. Top
reviews from other countries. Translate all reviews to English. Style: 2-in-1 Color: Binx Verified
Purchase. Es esencial. Translate review to English. Lo recomiendo. Style: 2-in-1 Color: Davis
Verified Purchase. Reviewed in Mexico on June 24, Style: 2-in-1 Color: Kenzie Verified
Purchase. Report abuse Translate review to English. Featured items you may like. Customers
who bought this item also bought. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more
about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. With Deal:. Blue Coral.
Harvest Moon. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers,
or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. Safely ride rear-facing longer! The Graco Extend2Fit
Convertible Car Seat grows with your child from rear-facing harness lb to forward-facing
harness lb. With Extend2Fit, the adjustable extension panel and 50 lb rear-facing weight limit
allow the seat to grow with your child, providing extended rear-facing use. The 4-position
extension panel adjusts to provide 5 inches of additional legroom, allowing your child to safely
ride rear-facing longer. Adjust the height of your harness and headrest in one motion with the
No-Rethread Simply Safe Adjust Harness System to ensure your child is always properly
secured. Choose the perfect headrest height from 10 positions to get the safest fit for your child
as they grow. Storage pockets conveniently hold the harness out of the way to help baby get in
and out. Integrated dual cup holders keep your child's drink, snacks, and trinkets close for
convenience. The Graco Extend2Fit Convertible Car Seat grows with your child from rear-facing
harness lbs to forward-facing harness lbs. Children are safer riding rear-facing and should ride
rear-facing as long as possible, until they reach the maximum rear-facing height or weight
rating for their car seat. With Extend2Fit, the adjustable extension panel and 50 lbs rear-facing
weight limit allow the seat to grow with your child in rear-facing mode, providing extended
rear-facing use. Harnessing is made easier with fuss-free harness storage pockets that
conveniently hold the harness out of the way while you get baby in and out of the car seat. This
car seat is Graco ProtectPlus Engineered to help protect in frontal, side, rear, and rollover
crashes. Rear-facing Mode Weight: lb Height: head must be at least 1" below handle
Forward-facing Mode Weight: lb Height: up to 49 inches. Skip to main content. Loading
recommendations for you. Adding to Cart Added to Cart. Not Added. Item is in your Cart. View
Cart Proceed to checkout. We do not have any recommendations at this time. The item must be
returned in new and unused condition. Read the full returns policy How to return this item: Go
to Your Orders to start the return Print the return shipping label Ship it! Fastest delivery:
Thursday, Feb 25 Order within 10 hrs and 40 mins Details. In Stock. Qty: 1 2 Qty: 1. Add to Cart.
Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and
privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn
more. Ships from Amazon. If this is a gift, consider shipping to a different address. Ships from.
Sold by. Graco Extend2Fit Converti Include Add a Protection Plan:. Drops, spills and cracked
screens due to normal use covered for portable products and power surges covered from day

one. Malfunctions covered after the manufacturer's warranty. Most claims approved within
minutes. We will send you an Amazon e-gift card for the purchase price of your covered
product. In some cases, we will replace or repair it. Add No Thanks. Add a gift receipt for easy
returns. Brand: Graco. Style: 2-in Color: Gotham. Frequently bought together. Add all three to
Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show
details. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping. Sold by Lusso Gear and ships from
Amazon Fulfillment. Sold by liker stort and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Save or upgrade
with a similar car seat. Save by changing brand from Graco to Safety 1st. Upgrade item weight
from 24 lbs to 22 lbs. More items to explore. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Register a free business account.
Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again
later. From the manufacturer. Features to Love. Ride Rear-Facing Longer The 4-position
extension panel adjusts to provide 5 inches of additional legroom, allowing your child to safely
ride rear-facing longer. Comfort and Convenience. Fuss-Free Harness Storage Storage pockets
conveniently hold the harness out of the way to help baby get in and out. Cup Holders
Integrated dual cup holders keep your child's drink, snacks, and trinkets close for convenience.
Compare with similar items. Product Dimensions Would you like to tell us about a lower price?
Product guides and documents Product Warranty: For warranty information about this product,
please click here. User Guide [PDF ]. Important information Indications Rear-facing Mode
Weight: lb Height: head must be at least 1" below handle Forward-facing Mode Weight: lb
Height: up to 49 inches. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer
images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. LOVE
these! Verified Purchase. This is our 5th child and our 8th car seat. I had to review this because
it's my favorite of all the car seats we've ever had. The Graco covers come off easily and are
intuitive to put back together. The parts you want to be sturdy and safe are metal; latches,
tether, etc. Yet the adjusting pieces are a sturdy plastic, sizeable, and easy to grasp. That's the
other thing. I could not, not, not get my hand into any of the others in the way I needed to; not
for adjusting, not for installing, not for moving stuff around. I can get my paw all the way
through the appropriate areas. The harness adjustment feature alone is enough to give Graco
repeat business. And, I did not say any dirty words while installing. Style: 2-in-1 Color: Spire. I
bought this in target when it was on sale and I couldn't ask for a better and safer car seat! My
daughter is 16 months old and still rear facing, she's so comfortable with the extended leg
room! We were in an accident where my now totaled car spinned from the road into a
neighborhood sign and she was laughing and playing in the back seat like nothing happened!
Just added to cart and will be buying it again for my new car! By Kelly on June 7, Images in this
review. Dave Top Contributor: Baby. Style: 2-in-1 Color: Gotham Verified Purchase. My Wife and
I don't do the best at planning ahead. So when our kid was upgraded to a convertible car seat,
we were extremely worried. My wife has a small coupe and we weren't sure if we would be able
to find one that could fit. So when we went looking for car seats, we looked for the following: 1
we wanted something budget friendly because we are already spending an arm and leg for
diapers. We have three digit temperatures where we are located at 3 something that could fit in
a toyota corolla and the passenger didn't have to move their seat to the point where they were
kissing the dash We were able to get all three elements taken care of. This was a very budget
friendly convertible seat and the fact that it grows with the kid makes it that much better of a
financial investment. The fabric allows a lot of breathing room for our son during the hot days.
He does get a little sweat still on his back but that is normal with all car seats. I know he isn't
bothered by the seat with the fact that he always passes out with each car ride. Lastly, we were
able to still move the front passenger and driver seat all the way back with the baby seat in the
middle. I am 6'0 and enjoy any little leg room I can get. We highly recommend this seat for your
child. Like many reviewers, I was really frustrated with how difficult it is to tighten the seatbelt. I
felt like you needed to have the strength of 10, people to tighten it. Then I figured out the trick!
Once the chest clip and belt are buckled, pull all the slack from around the child's hips
essentially tightening the lowest portion of the belt. Lower the chest clip and shoulder strap
covers so they are close to the buckle. All the slack is now above the chest clip. Now tighten the
strap. It will be so much easier! We shouldn't have to go through all this but once you know the
trick, it's not so bad. Removing the cover to wash it is relatively easy but putting it on is a
different story. The cover is secured by small elastic loops strategically placed around the seat.
Some of these loops need to be threaded through small holes to reach the fastening hook. Get
yourself a crochet hook because otherwise you will be ready to throw the seat away. With the

crochet hook, I was able to grab hold of the elastic loop and thread it through the small holes
and over the fastening hooks with very little effort. This car seat works in terms of it's safety
features most important, obviously but a few notes on why we don't love this car seat. The first
is the Extend to Fit. It works okay if you have a larger vehicle, but we have a small SUV
crossover and with a person in the front passenger or driver's seat, you actually can't use much
of the extended area. The second issue is the cup holders. They're square, not round so literally
no cup fits or fits well and is always tipping over and spilling on our kid. We have just stopped
giving her a drink altogether and that's just kinda frustrating on long drives. The cup holder is
also pretty far for a toddler's reach unless you have a super tall child with long arms. The last
thing that is super irritating is the cover. It is NOT easy to remove. Do not be fooled. We spent
nearly 30 minutes removing this cover one night after a drink spill debacle outside of a Wawa en
route to my parents and I literally almost bought a new car seat that night out of frustration. We
have a different Graco seat that has an "Easy Remove" cover and I highly recommend that one.
You get one cupholder Round , no extension who cares but the car seat works really well and
the cover slips off quickly for washing. Moms with toddlers FultonWife Top Contributor: Pets.
Style: 2-in-1 Color: Spire Verified Purchase. This is a great carseat! I love it. I have both my 3
year old and 1 year old in it. One is rear facing and the other forward facing. They both love their
seats and are always comfortable looking. Their heads never fall forward while sleeping either.
We were recently in a 6x rollover accident at 70mph with our boys in this brand of carseat.
Neither of them were injured at all! I will never own another brand of seat. Style: 2-in-1 Color:
Gotham. Awesome seat but big flaw I didn't buy from Amazon however got from baby store bran
new in box. Something I want share.. This seat is comfy, cute and very safe. However they put
their warning labels on the cushions. They are not fabric labels they are painted on. When your
car heats up they get so hot that they will burn a baby or child on the top and lower part of their
back. Just always make sure to feel it before you put your child in this seat. See all reviews. Top
reviews from other countries. Translate all reviews to English. Style: 2-in-1 Color: Binx Verified
Purchase. Es esencial. Translate review to English. Lo recomiendo. Style: 2-in-1 Color: Davis
Verified Purchase. Reviewed in Mexico on June 24, Style: 2-in-1 Color: Kenzie Verified
Purchase. Report abuse Translate review to English. Featured items you may like. Customers
who bought this item also bought. Pages with related products. See and discover other items:
forward and rear facing convertible car seat , extended rear facing car seat , rear facing
convertible
02 ford taurus belt diagram
2003 grand marquis thermostat
2003 ford explorer sport repair manual
car seats , best convertible car seats , Explore extra seats for strollers , Explore picture frames
for cars. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get
free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. Blue Coral. Harvest Moon. All in one. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

